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Tomorrow morning some poet may, like Byron, wake up to find himself famous¾for having
written a novel, for having killed his wife; it will not be for having written a poem.Randall
Jarrell, 'The Obscurity of the Poet'

Randall Jarrell's incisive remark applies all too well to Les Murray, certainly Australia's most recognised
and recognisable living poet, though it seems that few in the wider community could point to a poem or
book, in particular, that earned him the title. That said, it was at least for having written something that
Murray came to the attention of the Australian public. His work on a proposed pre-amble for the
Australian constitution in 1998, both underwritten and over-seen by John Howard's prosaic and
ideologically cramped hand, caused something of a stir in republican and literary circles. Neither the
poetic virtues nor the political sentiment of the preamble stand much critical scrutiny but, in a way, the
discussion that ensued from the episode was merely the most public manifestation of a debate that
Murray's work has provoked almost from the beginning. In essence, both critics and admirers have
continuously argued over how much Murray's poetry is informed, and perhaps even deformed, by his
politics. As Matthews puts it, Murray's "poetic gift, when treating his 'proper' subjects was to set him
above other Australian poets, both contemporary and earlier. Yet, on the other hand, his work was often
perceived to cross the boundaries into political immediacy and republican advocacy, a feature which was
perceived to weaken it" (149).

Two immediate questions emerge from the comment: what is Murray's 'gift' exactly, and what are his
'proper' subjects? Throughout this book, Matthews closely follows Kevin Hart's line on Murray (as laid out

in Hart's 1989 essay for Australian Literary Studies, 'Interest in Les A. Murray') arguing that the poet's gift
lies in 'integration,' in 'convergences'(152). Accordingly, Murray's proper subjects are said to be place,
land, home, language, community, and above all the individual's relation to others and to the world, or to
the universe. This last interest can otherwise be understood under the heading of religion&emdash;in the

original sense of the word,religio, as tying back&emdash;and Matthews suggests that some of Murray's
best poetry emerged out of a renewed attention to this theme in the nineteen-eighties and early

nineteen-nineties, in such books as The People's Otherworld, The Daylight Moon and Translations from

the Natural World.

Matthews begins his account, though, by identifying in admirable detail those forces, or positions which
Murray has sought to reconcile. His interests are unreservedly post-colonial with most attention given to
the way Murray has negotiated between European and 'Indigenous' or 'Australian' cultural, linguistic and
poetic traditions. The one, Matthews makes clear, Murray cannot shrug off without losing much of the
inherited power of his language; the other he cannot fully embrace without perpetuating a kind of
colonization, participating in the inevitable violence of appropriation. The portrait of the poet Matthews
seeks to draw, thus, is of a 'cunning writer in the Joycean manner'(2). A 'flexible' and 'adaptive' figure:
someone who is alive to the difficulties of the situation in which he finds himself, but able, whether
through linguistic virtuosity, wit or intellectual and moral force to keep from being bogged down. There
are those that would disagree with such a portrait, arguing that Murray has indeed been stuck from time
to time in ideological conflicts that have distracted him from the poetry. Having acknowledged the point,
Matthews goes on to explore at length further opposed perspectives that Murray's work seeks to keep in
tension: city and country, or in the terms of a famous debate in Australian letters between Murray and
another contender for best known, if not best living poet, Peter Porter 'Athenian and Boeotian'(14); rich
and poor; elite and mass; tradition and modernity; vernacular and sacred; and perhaps most
controversially, male and female.

In subsequent chapters, tracing in chronological order Murray's career, Matthews offers lucid readings of
both major and minor, liked, loved and even loathed poems¾of the latter, namely Murray's two verse

novels The Boys that Stole the Funeral and Fredy Neptune, taken by many other readers as prime
instances of Murray's tendency to be waylaid by cultural and political, though poetically unproductive



questions. Inevitably, considerable attention has to be paid in any study of the poet's work, to the many
paradoxes, the contradictory stances that Murray has taken as a result of his underlying search for
integration. The fact that Murray, an outspoken republican, came to be writing alongside an
arch-monarchist Prime Minister is hardly the most striking of these. Matthews does work through a
number of Murray's 'controversies' in detail, noting primarily the difficulties inherent in a self-confessedly
'bardic' poet like Murray writing difficult, complex, allusive verse, thereby losing touch with the very
audience, it would appear, he most wants to reach. On a potentially more explosive issue, the critical
question of how Murray, the apparent supporter of Aboriginal people's claims to land and justice can
simultaneously oppose notions of 'white responsibility' as excessive and unnecessary, Matthews is
balanced, though understandably cautious. Other troubling issues are, however, not tackled with
sufficient force¾issues such as how the inclusive poet nevertheless has seemed to affirm divisions of
class and gender so rigidly, or of how the 'poet of the bush' is to be reconciled with a poet who
advocates 'husbandry' over conservation, arguing in essence for continued human dominion over nature.

Matthews does come to mention, at least, many of these difficulties in a concluding 'critical overview,'
outlining the reception history of Murray's work. There is, however, something curious about Matthews'
choosing to leave this 'overview' to the last chapter, holding off so long in raising the more pressing
questions about the poet's work. The effect of the book's organisation is to make it appear as though
Matthews has not much to contribute beyond what has already been said. In other words, the habitual,
or 'prejudiced' views of Murray (good and bad) would have made a better starting point than an end point
to the discussion. A more serious problem, given that one could always read the chapters out of the
given order, emerges in the realisation that, when Matthews rightly indicates in the conclusion that we
should ask first about the poet's poetics, not his politics, it is all too easy to judge Matthews against this
measure. There is not as much attention in Matthew's study to the lyrical problems and solutions of
Murray's work, as to his negotiation of political, cultural and social questions. In other words, it does not
appear to matter so much to the critic that Murray's chosen vehicle for social commentary and ideological
debate is poetry, rather than prose, for instance, as what that comment is. The reverse of the standard
question about politics arising out of Les Murray's work (to what extent are his politics informed by his
poetics?) is rarely asked, but as Matthews agrees, it may be the better question. Ultimately, Matthew's
book does not go far enough toward answering it.


